Vacancy for the profession of notary in SINT MAARTEN

In accordance with Article 9 of the National Ordinance on the Notary Profession, the Minister of Justice of Sint Maarten has decided to fill the vacant position of notary Mr. Tjon Ajong. At the request of Mr. Tjon Ajong, her substitution will end in the fall of 2022.

Interested parties should send their (digital) application to the Minister of Justice Sint Maarten no later than August 1st, 2022, after the publication of this advertisement. The application should be accompanied by:

a) a proof of Dutch citizenship;
b) an extract from the Civil Registry;
c) the certificate proving that one of the examinations referred to in article 14, parts a through c, of the National Ordinance on the Notary Profession has been passed;
d) a declaration of conduct as referred to in title II of the National Ordinance on Judicial documentation and declarations of conduct;
e) the certificate or certificates of the completed working period of three years at a notary's office in St. Maarten, issued by the notary or notaries with whom the interested party has been working, confirmed by the Chairman of the Supervisory Chamber.

After the application deadline has passed, the Joint Court will make the selection in order to draw up a recommendation list for the Minister of Justice.

The Minister of Justice

Please send applications to the following email address: lms@sintmaarten.net.